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By Cricket Desmarais
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COJIMAR. FOR THOSE IN THE KNOW,
IT’S THE OLD STOMPING GROUNDS
OF HEMINGWAY AND BACKDROP TO
HIS 1952 NOBEL PRIZE-WINNING
NOVELLA “THE OLD MAN AND THE
SEA.” Its harbor is where the world’s
largest great white shark was caught
and shores where nearly 125,000
Cubans launched themselves into
exile. Yet with all the legend and
lore, on first glance, there’s nothing
about this dusty fishing village that
reveals an inkling of the history
that’s made its way to and from
this stretch of Cuban coastline.
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The sea is an escape in more ways
than one for those who live in
Cuba. Here a boy exits the bay
with a float of his own, while kids
in the distance dry off in the sun.
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hat’s if you don’t count the bronze head staring out towards the same sea that
framed much of the literary hero’s work, now forever commemorated by the
melted-down oar locks pitched in by local fishermen friends. Or La Terraza,
the infamous bar and restaurant reaping the edible benefits of each day’s catch
and serving up rum drinks like mojitos and daquiris synonymous with “Papa.”
Today’s deteriorating coastal Cojimar homes speak nothing of the prerevolutionary days aboard the Pilar, the countless attempts to cross the stream nor
the 7 metered shark that met its 1947 fate. Unless you’re familiar with these fables or
happen to be riding a trendy “Havanatour” bus making its trek through town with a
daily hour-long drop-off at La Terraza, this rural fishing village just ten miles from
the country’s capital could be passed off as relatively unimpressive.
But as they say — looks can be deceiving, and Cuba is well-versed within the
world of ironies. Things are not always what they seem.
I myself ended up there quite accidentally. Tired of the “tourismo” boom that’s
been sweeping the nation since the 90s, I needed respite for writing, reflecting and
assessing the previous weeks of humanitarian drops and difficult beauty in this
country of conundrums. Cojimar, as it turned out, was the closest non-touristy town
by the sea I could escape to in a day’s drive from Havana.
In fact, it took all of fifteen minutes from the city before my taxi driver pulled up
to Ernesto’s old haunt. Though the bar was not yet open, a waiter kindly led me to a
“casa particular” (a room for rent in someone’s home) nearby. I paid $160 CUCs
(about $200 U.S.) to hold my four night’s stay on a bed whose hard, coiled springs
spiraled with a history inside them kept any chance of sleep at bay. No — sleep
would come later, after I learned the difference between a portrait of a place and the
impression it can make upon you.
A stroll around town takes me past the bronze bust and out to the shoreline,
where a group of young men call me to their consort amid the shade of a crumbling
wall. They tie up their catch (juvenile parrotfish) and engage me in small talk. When
one of them discovers I am from Key West, he can hardly contain his composure.
“Four times I have been there.” he tries to say calmly.
“You made it?”
“No,” he shrugs. “Almost.”
He tells me of the Styrofoam boat held together by string and nails, how he and
four others rowed without motor into the Gulf Stream, a gleam in his eyes when he
describes it. The last attempt took four days, with no compass to guide them. Each
time, they were picked up by the U.S. Coast Guard, processed and returned back
home.
“Tien Miedo?” I ask. Where you afraid?
“Nah,” he shrugs, then reconsiders. “Maybe a little in the night, because of the
sharks.”
No doubt he’s heard of El Monstruo de Cojimar, as have most in this little
village. As legendary as Hemingway, the monster was reported by renowned Cuban
ichthyologist Luid Howell-Rivero to be more than 21 feet in length and weighing in
at 7,302 pounds. Commercial fishing hasn’t quite made its way to a place where
men still take to sea in inner tubes and paddle themselves two miles away from
shore. Things here can get big. They have the time. It’s the one thing in Cuba they
have an abundance of.
Ten minutes further down the road I am yet again greeted by young men.
“Where are you from?” they ask.
“Cayo Hueso,” I respond. They know the slang.
“Key West! 90 miles from here! Come, come with me!” One of them gestures
wildly. “We are going there next month!”
They lead me to their yard facing the sea, decrepit cement buildings crumbling
against the age of salt and wind. They show me a metal frame, a stack of glass, blocks
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of Styrofoam, bits of wood, a pile of nails —
all bought from the black market.
“Tonight we go to get parts for our
motor,” one says. Holding up some
homemade metal and wooden paddles, he
adds, “today we take these to our friends to
make three more.”
Their hope is infectious and I want to
pitch in, arrange to later give them the
heaviest test of monofilament line my flyfishing friend packed into my bags to offer
as gifts to those I feel may need it. These
people, I think, might need it. Not to catch
and release fish but to wrap around the
loose parts of their boat to keep them intact
against the possible slop of waves.
We drop off the template paddles and
they take me to lunch — or rather — they
point out the local paladar, a home which is
licensed to act as a private restaurant and
serve food to up to fifteen guests. There I
take us all out to lunch and spend more on
our meals than I would for a week of
groceries in my own home (I am not from
here, and they know it). It’s a far cry from
the few dollars spent on the same meal in
other Latin countries I have traveled, but I
soon decide that feeling my own crunch of
funds in this land of have nots is yet
another way of getting closer to the reality
I’ve come to this country to find. Truth is,
when I get home, I can work a job of my
own choosing and get paid fair wages for
the effort I expend. I have a choice. Libertad,
the reason these two young men are willing
to risk jail and sharks and spend what little
they have at the black market to piece
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together something they hope will float
them to freedom.
“Fidel is shit,” one of them says as we
walk. “The people here are NOT treated
equally. By the fifteenth of every month, my
money is done. The rest comes by trade and
black market.”
He explains that in towns that can taut
tourism, the pockets fatten with the salaries

Top left: Hemingway is
commemorated in Cojimar by a yearly
fishing tournament and a parade put
on by local schoolchildren.
Above: Classic cars and La Terraza go
hand in hand with the Cuba stories we
tend to hear. It’s the life inside them
that we’re not often privy to.
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Clockwise from top left: Despite the financial strains many Cubans
face, there is heavy emphasis on keeping neat and well-groomed.
This proud papa sits with his child for his first haircut.
Future Olympians? Young athletes practice rowing as the new day’s
light makes its way across the bay.
The Cojimar marina may be small, but it’s filled with a history that
includes Pilar and the world’s largest great white shark.
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that a guide or taxi-driver can bring in.
There are ways around the system if you
know the right people or are lucky. If not,
you’d better be smart or resourceful.
Resolver — to resolve — is an ever-present
expression embraced by the Cuban people,
ingenious at inventing solutions to any
problem they face. I think of my own
president, the problems and poverty in my
own country and wonder if there’s any
political system anywhere that really works
for the people. I didn’t come here to judge
the ways of this nation but I can’t help but
notice that “socialismo” here is not what it
should or could be.
After promising I won’t reveal their
identities before they have a chance to get
one dry foot upon American sand, they
invite me to join them later to photodocument their deal-making in the Havana
la lucha (slang for black market, translated
literally as “the fight”). It’s a tricky
proposition, and though I want to go, I’ve
yet to assess the situation with a clear head.
One mistake or misalignment could cost
my American bones more than I’d
bargained for.
The escapade ends with a jaunt back
into La Terrazza for a cafecito pick-me-up.
Before long I am neck-deep into dialogue
with the unlikeliest of characters — the head
of the Associated Press for Cuba.
“Not all people are created equal,” quips

Fernando quite matter-of-factly, aware of his
double entendre. For the next two hours, I
sit and listen — exposed to a paradox of
perspective. From politics to poverty, the
Revolution and Olympic training —
Fernando reveals to me a complexity I
cannot wrap my head around. Which I
suppose is nothing compared to the six
years he’s managed to both toe the
communistic line and tell it (mostly) like it
is for the world media each day.
“Like walking on eggshells,” he says.
At the bar, Fernando introduces me to
Guillermo, a man small in stature but large
in heart. He and the bartender own a boat
together, fish on days when he’s not driving
taxi. He is relaxed, happy to share the
details of his years in Cojimar, lives in the
house his grandfather built. It’s shaped like
a ship with a table in the kitchen carved
into a whale — whose mouth I will face the
next day to share lunch with he and his
family after the kick-off parade for the local
Hemingway fishing tournament. Three rumladen mojitos later I’m running back to my
casa particular to fetch the remaining
fishing line.
“It’s hard to come by,” he beams. “And it
lasts.”
Then the dissidents arrive, in freshly
pressed white shirts, ready for la lucha and a
night on the town. I’m supposed to
document the details of their daring but

something in my gut tells me otherwise. I
hand them the bag with the line and my
card, wish them well on their journey.
“How do you know those guys?” asks
Guillermo after they leave.
“I met them on my walk today. I was
giving them some pens and soap left over
from our deliveries.”
Though I’m a big proponent for telling
it like it is, I see no reason in sinking the
ship before it even leaves the shore. They
nod, get back to big fish stories and the
latest breaking AP news of two soldiers
who’ve recently escaped with an armful of
A47s. Me — I’m feeling as two-faced as
Fidel, sitting there drinking mojitos that
Fernando won’t let me pay for while my
new amigos hustle their money for a motor
they hope will get them to a not-so-distant
dream.
A light in the window over the “La
Terraza” sign flickers on as the sun drops;
after a while we disperse back to our own
homes, borrowed or paid for in one form or
another, my musty room a somewhat safe
haven where I toss and turn and have my
own strange dreams of feral cats that leap
from roof to roof in cramped quarters of a
dirty city, then wake to the demands of a
coach on the nearby shoreline shouting
rapido, rapido — the rower’s young bodies
sinewy, sleek, full of promise. ■
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